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GLEANINGS FROM ACADEMIC GATHERINGS 
American Anthropological Association-The session on "Playing with Power: Anthropologists 
and the Cold War" included papers by Julia Smith (New School for Social Research), "At the 
Margins: An Anthropologist [A.A.Goldenweiser] and Cultural Critic at the New School for Social 
Research"; William J. Peace, ''Leslie A. White's Luck?: The FBI and their 'Routine' Investigation of 
Academics during the Cold War"; David Price, (St. Martin's College), "The FBI and Oscar Lewis: 
Political Surveillance and the Culture of Poverty"; Eric Ross (Institute of Social Studies), "Axel 
Wenner-Gren and the Nazi Connection: An ethical Dilemma for Anthropology?" Listed but not 
given were Daniel McGee (University of Illinois), "Gene Weltfish, Biological Warfare and the 
Korean War"; William Willard (Washington State University) "The Nez Perce Anthropologist 
[Archie Phinney], Red Atlantis and the Cold War." The session on 'The Pasts, Presents, and Futures 
of Boasian Anthropology" included several primarily historical papers: Julia Liss (Scripps College), 
The Cosmopolitan Past of Boasian Anthropology"; Daniel Segal (Pitzer College), "Boasian 
Anthropology and Columbia's 'Contemporary Civilization' Course: Exchange and Circulation that 
Never Happened"; James Boon (Princeton University), "Otherwise Boasian [Robert Lowie]: Further 
Disaggregations"; Michael Silverstein (University of Chcago ), "Boasian Cosmographic 
Anthropology and the Sociocentric Component of Mind" [on the cultural politics of 1924]; Marc 
Manganaro (Rutgers U.) "Boas, Hurston, and the Pasts, Presents, and Futures of Cultural Theory 
and Practice"; and Richard Handler (University of Virginia), "Critics against Culture: Jules Henry, 
Richard Hoggart and the Tragicomedy of Mass Society." The session "Anthropology at the 
Millenium: Retrospectives from the Discipline's 'Critical Centers"' included Bea Medicine (Warrior 
Women, Inc.) "Built on the Backs oflndians: The Anthropological Enterprise in North America." 
History of Science Society-At the annual meeting in Pittsburgh. November 4th -7th, David Madden, 
Ohio State University, gave a paper on "Culture, Personality and the Philosophy of Social Science in 
American Anthropology between the First and Second World Wars"; Mark Solovey (Arizona State 
University, West) gave one on "Social Science on the Cold War Battlefield: Project Camelot and the 
1960s Debate over Scholarly Objectivity and the Political Corruption of Research"; David van 
Keuren (Naval Research Laboratory) gave one on "Cold War Science in Black and White: U.S. 
Intelligence Gathering and Its Scientific Cover at the Naval Research Laboratory, 1948-1962." 
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